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Abstract—Interconnection networks for multicore processors
are designed in a generic way to serve a diversity of workloads.
For multicore processors, there is a considerable opportunity
to achieve an improvement in performance by implementing
interconnects which adapt to different program phases and to
a variety of workloads. This paper proposes one such interconnection network for medium-scale (up to 32 cores) shared
memory multicore processors and the associated means at the
software level to utilize it effectively. The proposed architecture
uses clustering to divide the cores on the chip among many
groups called clusters. Reconfigurable logic is inserted between
clusters to support either isolation or different policies for
communication among clusters. The experiments show that the
isolation property of clusters can improve overall throughput of a
multicore processor by as much as 60% for multiprogramming
workloads consisting of two and four applications. The areaoverhead of the additional logic is shown to be minimal.

I. I NTRODUCTION AND M OTIVATION
The design of an efficient interconnection network for a chip
multiprocessor (CMP) is a challenging problem. The relative
delay of interconnection wires increase with shrinking process
technologies which increases the latency of interconnect compared to the rest of system. Also, increasing number of cores
demands more bandwidth from the interconnection network.
In fact, for a single core in a CMP, the performance impact
due to the latency of an interconnection network can be as
high as that of a cache miss.
One limiting factor to the efficiency of any interconnection
network is that it is designed to serve a diversity of workloads.
For a single application, the variation in performance demands
from different resources in a uni-processor is a well-studied
problem[5]. For a CMP, the workloads are more diverse. This
includes a mix of multiprogramming workloads and multithreaded applications with different communication patterns.
Different workloads stress the interconnection network in
different manners. For instance, Fig.1A shows the varied
manner in which conflicting requests over the shared bus
increase as more applications are introduced in a 8-core CMP
(refer Table.II for parameters). This is due to different memory
requirements of applications. Also, there is a considerable variation in the bandwidth requirements during different phases
of a single workload. This is shown in Fig.1B for some
workloads each consisting of two SPEC benchmarks. In this
paper, we suggest a reconfigurable approach to the design
of interconnection networks so that the interconnect could
be configured on-demand based on workload characteristics.
Since the interconnection network serves as a communication

mechanism between the different memory modules in the
system, the interaction of the workload with the memory
system has direct implications on the performance of the interconnection network. If this interaction is known a priori or
could be determined at run-time, the interconnection network
could be adapted to serve each workload efficiently.
This paper aims at making the shared bus interconnects
found in current chip multiprocessors workload-adaptive. Although Network-on-Chip (NoC) has been proposed as a scalable solution for CMPs[1], the use of shared bus interconnect
is likely to continue in the near future for chips with moderate
number of cores. This is because design of Snoopy-based
interconnection networks is simple and supporting traditional
memory consistency mechanisms on snoopy-based interconnection network is well-understood. Directory-based schemes
as used in NoC suffer from additional area overhead of
directories and directory-management hardware which may be
prohibitive for chips with small to moderate number of cores.
Our proposal consists of clustering the cores of a CMP
into many groups to localize the traffic within a cluster and
then augmenting clustering by inserting reconfigurable logic
between clusters. Configurable logic placed in this manner is
used to maintain coherence between clusters if required. As a
result, we can either isolate the clusters and localize traffic or
provide different policies for communication between clusters.
II. BASELINE I NTERCONNECTION N ETWORK
A RCHITECTURE
A classical shared bus interconnect for a CMP using snoopy
cache coherence[16] is shown in Fig.2[10]. The shared bus
interconnect shown consists of multiple pipelined buses, a
centralized arbitration unit, queues, and other logic. The lastlevel private cache of each core in the system is connected to
the address bus through (request) queues. All components that
could possibly serve the request are hung from the snoop bus.
The request travels to the end of the address bus from where
it is stored in another queue. From there, the request travels
across the snoop bus. All components connected to the snoop
bus source the request and check to see if they could serve the
request. Access to the Address bus is provided by the arbiter.
Each component connected to the snoop bus sources the
request and generate an appropriate response after some time
on the response bus. This involves looking up the tags to
check for the requested data in case of caches. All responses
travel to the end of response bus where a piece of logic
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Fig. 2. Detailed Model of a Shared Bus Interconnect for Chip Multiprocessors

(book-keeping logic) collects the responses and generates a
combined response which travels back along the response bus.
The combined response includes information regarding action
that each component needs to take. Actions include sending
data on the data bus or changing the coherence status etc.
Two possibilities exist for snooping the request from the
shared bus. The first involves waiting for the responses to be
collected by the book-keeping logic from the response bus and
then sending the request to cache controller below if none of
the private caches of other cores could service the request.
Other approach is to snoop from somewhere along the snoop
bus. The two approaches have a delay-power tradeoff.
From Fig.2, it could be seen that the overhead of a single
transaction involves traversing the point-to-point links on
different buses and the logic overhead of arbiters etc. It should
be noted that not all cores need to take part in the coherence mechanism described above. In particular, an application
which is part of a multiprogramming workload could send the
request to L3 controller once L2 miss is detected. Similarly,
requests generated by separate multi-threaded applications
need not arrive at a common ordering point as is the case
in Fig.2.

In this section, we will describe our modified architecture that relaxes the serialization constraint on bus-based
interconnection network by clustering the cores into groups
and localizing coherence traffic generated by an independent
workload within a cluster.
A. Overview
The high-level view of the baseline multicore processor for
eight cores is shown in Fig.3A. In the baseline architecture all
cores are connected through a monolithic shared bus. There
could be multiple L3 controllers serving different requests
simultaneously destined for different banks. The proposed
architecture for the multicore chip is shown in Fig.3B. In
Fig.3B, the shared bus is split among clusters and there is
no global ordering point. Each cluster has a local arbiter
and therefore requests within a cluster are ordered. If threads
share data across clusters, inter-cluster logic is set-up to provide communicating paths among clusters. For the proposed
architecture, there could be an L3 controller per cluster or
multiple clusters could share a single L3 controller. The
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number of independent clusters available on the chip depends
upon the granularity of the reconfigurable logic provided on
the chip. For instance, for a CMP with sixteen cores, providing
four reconfigurable points will make it possible to have four

independent clusters with each cluster having four cores. For
our architecture, we assume a MOESI snoopy-based cache
coherence protocol[16] within a cluster. We assume a weakerconsistency model for access to shared data across clusters. In
particular, writes to data shared across clusters is protected by
locks.
B. Reconfigurable Interconnection Logic
The reconfigurable logic between clusters has two goals.
First, it provides on-demand isolation between clusters,
thereby not having to do coherence across clusters. This will be
particularly helpful for multiprogramming workloads as they
could be scheduled within one cluster. Secondly, for multithreaded workloads, based upon the expected communication
patterns, it supports two different policies for communication
among clusters.
•

•

As Soon As Possible Policy (ASAP) A request from
one cluster is sent immediately to another cluster to be
serviced without waiting for final response generation by
book-keeping logic. If the probability of finding data in
the other cluster is high, this policy reduces latency for
the requesting cluster.
If Necessary Policy (IN) A request from one cluster
is sent to the other cluster after first being assured that
the requested data does not reside locally. This policy is
useful for coarse-grained multi-threaded applications that
communicate rarely.

In later sections, we will discuss a mechanism to select
between the two policies. For now, it suffices to say that the
selection between two policies depends upon the confidence
of programmer regarding the expected communication pattern
among different threads. Fig.4 illustrates the rationale behind
the two policies supported by inter-cluster logic. The next two
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sections provide an implementation of the reconfigurable logic
between clusters with the goals described in this section.
C. Additional Hardware Components
First, we describe the additional logic components that will
be utilized. We also provide the area and timing overhead of
the additional components for 65nm(TSMC) technology using
Synopsys Design Vision.
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1) Switch Boxes: The switch box fabric used for routing
purposes in Field Programmable Gate Arrays[14] is an important structure to utilize in on-chip reconfigurable interconnects.
A Switch box, as shown in Fig.5A, provides different routing
paths for the incoming signals. The number of outgoing
routing paths is called the Flexibility, Fs, of a switch box. For
our design, the required Fs is two. The number of switches
required for our switch box is therefore F s ∗ W , where W
is the width of the bus. We used tri-state buffers as switches
inside our switch block. The area-overhead of switch-box for
bus width of 64 bits was found to be 430 square micro-meters.
2) Modified Queues: Queues are the primary mode of
communication in our design as shown in Fig.3. We modified
the queues as follows. If the cluster is isolated from the
neighboringArbiterscluster, the queue can buffer Q requests thus
only serving the local cluster. However, if the clusters share
data, the queue is configured to be partitioned into two
banks. One bank of size Q/2 take requests from the local
cluster and another bank of size Q/2 buffers requests from
the neighboring cluster. The two behaviors are depicted in
Fig.5B. This simulation of polymorphic behavior by logic
components maximizes their utility for reconfigurable systems.
The queue is provided with two read ports and two write
ports to communicate with other clusters. The counters within
the queue are managed to reduce the area overhead while
supporting both cases as shown in Fig.5B. The area-overhead
of the modified queue was estimated to be 20% more than that
of the base queue.
3) Multiplexors: We made use of multiplexors in our design
to support the ASAP policy when clusters are sharing data and
for the interconnect optimization proposed for single applications (discussed later). The area overhead of multiplexor was
found to be 200 square micro-meters for a bus width of 64
bits.
The area overhead of the above logic components required
for inter-cluster logic is not prohibitive thus providing the
designer with a freedom to provide many configurable points
on chip. In order to configure the above components, we
assume the availability of hardware bits that are set at run-time
by the Operating System. For 65nm, we chose a clock cycle of
1.5GHz for simulation results in Section.VI. All components
passed the one cycle delay constraint for bus frequency of
1.5GHz.
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D. Complete Design of Inter-Cluster Logic for Two Clusters
Fig.6 shows two clusters connected through the inter-cluster
logic. Additional logic is only shown from left cluster to right
cluster. We need to provide two different paths for communication between clusters and a way to isolate the clusters.
The electrical properties of tri-state buffers serve to provide
the isolation between clusters. The first path corresponds to the
ASAP policy among clusters. In this case, we want the request
in one cluster (name as local cluster) to be sent immediately
to the neighboring cluster. For this, as the request passes
through the switch box, it is routed on to the snoop bus of
neighboring cluster through the path labeled ASAP in Fig.6,
where a multiplexor puts it on the snoop bus. Every time a
request is buffered in the local queue, the neighboring queue
is prohibited from issuing any further requests on the snoop
bus. The multiplexor is simultaneously configured to select
the request coming from the switch
box. For the IN policy,
Arbiters
the switch box is configured to send incoming request along
path labeled IN in Fig.6 and the neighboring queue is signaled
to store the request. The Book-Keeping Logic (BKL) of local
cluster, only after collecting responses and finding out that
request can not be serviced locally, signals the neighboring
queue to issue the request on its snoop bus. The queues in
this case are configured as multi-banked as was discussed in
Fig.5B.
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E. Direct Memory Connection
For single-threaded applications running on a CMP, the
requests for memory accesses do not need to go through
the shared bus interconnect at all and a direct connection to
underlying memory will enhance the performance of singlethreaded applications. Therefore, a connection between the
request queues at the output port of L2 cache and the input port
of L3 cache controller is useful in Fig.2. Since all transactions
begin when a request is placed on the address bus, a switch box
is placed at the output of the request queues connecting the L2
cache to the address bus. One output of switch box is routed
to the address bus and the second output is routed directly to
the L3 controller. A multiplexor at the input of L3 controller
selects between the request coming from path labeled DM in
Fig.6 and the regular path for memory accesses (somewhere

along the snoop bus). In this case, the L2 cache controller is
inhibited from sending requests to the arbiter.
IV. S YSTEM S UPPORT
In this section, we discuss the system-level support required
to use our proposed interconnection network.
A. Programmer’s Support
We propose to use the programmer’s knowledge of the
expected communication pattern of the workload to be run
on the system. The information regarding the expected communication pattern is assumed to be provided by programmer
through annotations in the code. Following annotations are
applicable to the architecture described in III.
•

Single Threaded This is a single-threaded application.
Sharing This group of threads is part of
a multi-threaded application and the threads have coarsegrained sharing among them.
Fine Grained Sharing This group of threads is part of
a multi-threaded application and the threads share data at
a finer granularity.

• Coarse
Additional Grained
Modified
Demultiplexor
Latch

•

queues

Set of
switch/demulti
plexor/arbiter

The use of annotations to configure the underlying parameters
through hardware bits is the same as in [4].
B. Operating System Support
The annotations are used by the compiler to generate
instructions for the Operating System (OS) to set hardware bits
and configure the switches, queues and multiplexors as discussed in Section.III-C. Also, modern operating systems (OS)
have affinity masks to schedule threads to cores. If we can
provide the operating system with knowledge of the expected
communication pattern among threads in our application, the
OS can make use of interconnect-aware scheduling to improve
performance of applications.
We first show how annotations can be used to select policies
discussed in III-B and make good scheduling decisions by
OS for multi-threaded applications. Fig.7A shows that for 4
threads (T1,T2,T3,T4) mapped to a 4-core CMP, six possible
communicating thread pairs are possible. Fig.7B shows how
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annotations could be applied based upon the expected sharing pattern among threads for Splash benchmarks[17]1 . The
benchmarks were run under load-balanced conditions using the
Linux kernel running on top of a multiprocessor simulator [2].
In Fig.7B, Sxy implies that, of the total cache-to-cache transfers that took place during the execution of application, Sxy
took place between core x and y. Fig.7C shows the scheduling
decisions and communication policy selected by the OS for
RADIX benchmark for a 4-core CMP and 2 clusters. In order
to understand the scheduling decisions and selected policy,
note the values of Sxy for different values of x and y in case
of RADIX. Threads T1 and T2 are mapped to one cluster
since the communication among them is high. Same applies
for threads T3 and T4. The logic between clusters is configured
to use ASAP policy since T1 and T4 communicate very often.
This frequent communication between T1 and T4 is also the
reason these threads are scheduled on P2 and P3 respectively.
The OS can also make good scheduling decisions for singlethreaded applications and multiprogramming workloads. For
instance, single-threaded applications forming part of the
multiprogramming workload could be mapped to a single
cluster. This will give the OS larger decision-space when a
multi-threaded application enters the system. There is also
a possibility of improving the performance of a multiprogramming workload by intelligent scheduling within a cluster.
This is because as could be seen in Fig.2, latency of access
1 Note that in Splash benchmarks, n processes each corresponding to one
of the n processors are created at the beginning of application. The different
processes co-operate to complete the job. Therefore, in this context, our use
of term thread rather implies a “group of threads”.

We evaluated our proposed architectural techniques using
the M5 simulator[2]. We modified the M5 shared bus interconnect to implement separate address, snoop, response and
data Buses as shown in Fig.2. All buses are pipelined. Caches
are modeled such that requests arriving at time X and Y incur
a latency of X + Latency and Y + Latency regardless of
X − Y . The data bus is modeled as a bi-directional bus. Each
request has a unique TAG associated with it. The TAG has both
an ID of the request itself and an ID of core that generated
the request. Based upon the TAG in the request, the L3 cache
controller places the data on the appropriate direction along
the data bus (see Fig.2) after arbitrating for it. For our modeled
system, the L3 controller always snoops the request from the
middle of snoop bus and is later inhibited from servicing the
request if the request is found in the private cache of some
other core.
We performed our experiments across four technology generations. The scaling of frequency of cores is taken from
ITRS roadmap. The frequency of shared buses is assumed
half of the core frequency. This co-relates with existing
CMP architectures[15]. The different technology nodes, clock
frequency of cores and of bus fabric is shown in Table 1. The
chip area is assumed to be constant at 400mm2 due to yield
constraints. When we scale down from a higher technology
node to a lower technology node, we assume that twice the
number of cores (along with associated private caches) is
available. The parameters of a single core and caches are
shown in Table.II. Our methodology to model wire delay is as
follows. If there are n cores connected to the address bus, we
pipeline the wire n-way with n latches. The rational behind
this methodology is to allow each cache connected to the bus
to send a request every cycle. The delay of the link between
two latches is always one cycle. The length of a link calculated
in this manner is used as latch-spacing for the remaining
wires on the chip. The logic delay of arbiter is not modeled.
However, behavior of arbiter is modeled such that no two
requests conflict for any segment of the pipelined address bus.
We considered applications from the SPEC benchmark suite
for the evaluation of our proposed architectures. Simulations
were run in a detailed mode for 200 million instructions after
fast-forwarding the initial phase for 2 billion instructions.
Since the evaluation of our proposed ideas depends heavily

TABLE II
C ORE PARAMETERS

Parameter
Processor cores
L1 D-Cache
L1 I-Cache
L2 Cache

Shared L3 Cache

Physical Memory

Value
Alpha 21264
2-issue
32KB
2-way set associative, 1 cycle hit latency
64 bytes cache lines, 10 MSHRs
64KB
2-way set associative, 1 cycle hit latency
64 bytes cache lines, 10 MSHRs
1MB
8-way set associative
5 cycle latency (one way)
64 bytes cache lines, 20 MSHRs
36MB
16-way set associative
40 cycles latency (one way)
64 bytes cache lines, 60 MSHRs
512MB
200 cycles latency

It also shows the average latency of L2 misses when the
application is running on a core which has direct connection
to the shared L3 cache below. Although Art and Ammp have
high miss rates and large number of misses, their average
miss latency is smaller because these benchmarks have very
high L3 cache hit rates. It could be seen in Fig.9A that the
direct memory approach falls behind as we make clusters with
two cores. This is because by providing a direct memory
connection, we only gets rid of the latency incurred by address
and snoop bus. The latency of the monolithic data bus is
still visible to the L2 miss. This motivates us to consider an
architecture that combines the effect of clustering (cluster with
two cores) and direct memory connection described in III-E.
Fig.9B shows the results of performance improvement with
this combined effect over the base case for all technology
nodes. Performance gained is very high as we scale down the
technology node and applications have high miss rates.
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on the underlying cache miss rates of workloads, the missrates of considered SPEC benchmarks are shown in Fig.8. For
the duration Lucas and Wupwise were run, L2 miss rate is
very close to 1 because during this phase no reads takes place
and all writes miss in the cache.
VI. R ESULTS
In this section, we show the results for the improvement
in performance of using the proposed multi-core architecture
with various levels of clustering over the baseline processor.
Indirectly, we show the reduction in the impact of global
wire delays in shared bus chip-multiprocessors for different
workloads. We use the following terminology for our modeled
architectures.
• DM One core has been provided with direct connection
to memory as shown in Fig.6.
• CX The cores are divided into X clusters. For instance,
for 32nm C2 means that the processor has two clusters
with sixteen cores per cluster.
Delay of switching components and additional wires is included in simulations wherever applicable.
A. Performance Analysis for Single Applications
Fig.9A shows the average latency incurred by L2 cache
misses for various size of clusters running a single application.

We evaluated the performance of workloads running on
independent clusters using multiprogramming workloads. We
created multiprogramming workloads consisting of two and
four applications from the benchmarks shown in Fig.8. The
workloads were created to have a varied representation of L2
cache miss rates. In the following experiments, we initially
run the workload on baseline processor. Subsequently, we run
the workloads on clusters of finer granularity (less number
of cores per cluster) and note the reduction in latency. Our
results indicate that as we adapt the architecture to best serve
the workload, overall performance is always improved.
Fig.9C shows that for a multi-core processor with four cores
modeled after 90nm technology and running two applications,
there is a moderate performance gain with clustering. Fig.9D
shows the results for different levels of clustering for a CMP
with sixteen cores(45nm. Performance gains increase as we
scale down because the relative delay of global wires increases
and clustering has greater advantage. From the data collected
for 90nm and 45nm with two applications, we observed that
in some cases the CPI increases by as much as 33% over
baseline architectures. This offsets the advantage of a 50%
increase in core frequency as we scale down. Our proposed
architecture soothes this impact of wire delays considerably.
The performance results for four applications running on a 32
core multi-core processor are shown in Fig.9E. For 32nm, we
observed that the performance gains for some workloads are
as high as 60%.
Note that in both Fig.9D and Fig.9E, the performance
gained with C4 and C8 is almost equal. This is because in
both cases, the number of cores in the cluster becomes equal
to the number of threads. The impact of reduced delay is now
offset by conflicts for the arbiter and shared bus since there are
more requests per unit of time. This could be overcome my
mapping multiprogramming workloads across clusters. This is
also the reason why we only observed moderate gains for two
applications in 90nm case as shown in Fig.9C.
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Fig. 9. Performance Improvement of Different Architectures Over Baseline; A)Average L2 Miss Latency for Different Architectures Running Single
Application (32nm); B)Performance Improvement for Single Application Using a Cluster of 2 Cores and Direct Memory Connection to Shared L3 Cache;
C)Performance Improvement for Different Architectures Running 2 Applications (90nm); D)Performance Improvement for different Architectures Running
Two Applications (45nm); E)Performance Improvement for Different Architecture Running Four Applications (32nm); F)Impact of Scheduling on Performance
within a Single Cluster; G)Impact of L3 Bandwidth Limitation on Performance Gained with Clustering

C. Performance Analysis of Scheduling within a Cluster
Fig.9F shows the impact of scheduling on the performance
of a workload running on a single cluster with four cores.
Different curves show the performance of individual applications and the overall throughput of the complete workload.
The figure shows that we can achieve a 6% improvement in
overall throughput and 12% improvement in the performance
of the most cache-intensive benchmark (Ammp) by using
interconnect-aware scheduling. We analyzed many results for
scheduling using different multiprogramming workloads. The
variation in performance is a function of many parameters such
as positioning of cores relative to arbiters, arbitration policy,
size of queues, and dynamic traffic pattern generated by the
benchmark.
The improvement in performance by scheduling described
in this section relies on the programmer to provide reasonable
estimates regarding the expected interaction of application
with memory. The OS scheduler can then assign incoming
applications in a manner such that the best spot is reserved
(closest to arbiter etc) for the most memory-intensive application.

D. Analysis of Bandwidth Requirements of Shared L3 Cache
for Clustering
Any improvement in the latency and bandwidth of interconnect for chip multiprocessors will stress the underlying
memory system correspondingly. While we considered the
availability of a large number of banks in our results shown in
Fig.9, in this section we will do some analysis of the dependence of our proposed techniques on the bandwidth of shared
L3 cache below. For this, we chose to run simulations using
a chip multiprocessor with 32 cores running four applications
with different levels of clustering. For comparison with results
in above section, we modeled the L3 cache as one monolithic
bank of 36M B. Hits are queued up while misses are not
affected due to the presence of large number of MSHRs[9].
Fig.9G indicate that workloads that generate relatively low
interconnect traffic (workloads 3 and 4) and hence having
little potential for performance improvement with clustering
are not affected by the L3 bandwidth. However, with limited
bandwidth, workloads with high accesses to memory suffer
significantly. We also analyzed the impact of performance
loss due to the presence of no MSHRs in the L3 cache.

Needless to say, as we make clusters of finer granularity,
the performance loss becomes extremely high. Our conclusion
is that the interconnect optimizations proposed in this paper
should be complemented by employing aggressive techniques
to increase the bandwidth of underlying shared memory.
VII. R ELATED W ORK
On the clustering side, Wilson[7] did the classical work
on scaling the bus-based multiprocessors by making clusters
of processors and connecting them in a hierarchical fashion.
Coherence is also maintained in a hierarchical manner. Several works exist that reduce the broadcast-based traffic required to maintain coherence using filtering of snoop requests
[3],[13]. Such techniques were initially proposed for web
servers and they result in an area-overhead for maintaining
extra information in directories. Our architecture does not
prevent unnecessary broadcasts but reduces their impact on
performance by localizing them. Further, techniques such as
coarse-grained coherence tracking and snoop filtering can
augment our architecture further. In [8], the authors proposed
reconfigurable on-chip interconnects for CMPs. However, their
proposal is to provide a more fine-grained fabric that can
implement different on-chip network topologies depending
upon the application. If the arrival of jobs in the system
is completely random then the run-time support required to
fully utilize their architecture could be complex. A related
proposal for programmable interconnects for array processors
was given in [11]. In terms of on-chip interconnects, although
our architecture does not have a global ordering point as is the
case in conventional shared bus architectures, the inter-cluster
logic sets-up circuit-switched paths to maintain the illusion
of a shared bus. A similar technique of setting up circuitswitched routing paths at run-time is used by authors of [6]
but for NoC-based interconnect and directory-based coherence
scheme. The inter-cluster logic in our architecture is significantly less complex than a switch or router used in NoCs.
The flow of requests in Fig.3B is similar to that in ring-based
interconnects[15]. However, our architecture supports different
policies for forwarding and isolating requests between clusters.
Also, in traditional ring-based interconnection networks, there
is a point-to-point connection between every two nodes and
thus the ordering schemes required for maintaining coherence
result in an additional overhead[12].
In general, no literature exists on augmenting the prevalent
shared bus interconnects for CMPs by using programmable
interconnects.
VIII. S UMMARY AND C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we presented design techniques to improve
the performance of shared bus interconnects for multi-core
processors. The proposed techniques configure the interconnect in accordance with the workload at run-time and require
minimal system-level support. We presented results for reduction in CPI of multiprogramming workloads with various
levels of clustering. We also provided some optimizations for
single-threaded performance. Our results show that significant

performance benefits are possible when the interconnection
is made workload-adaptive. As the amount of heterogeneity
in workloads (and processors) increases, the benefits of our
approach are only going to increase.
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